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Introduction

Chances are you were initially drawn to nonprofit work

because of a cause you cared about — whether that

cause was homeless families, environmental concerns,

cutbacks in the arts, or public policy issues. You heard or

saw something that touched your heart, and your mind

opened up to the possibilities of doing something to help.

Maybe your checkbook opened up, too.

Whether you wound up helping as a volunteer, joining a

staff, or serving on a board, you most likely connected

with the agency because, first and foremost, you believed

in the work it was doing. At some point, you realized that

the role of the fundraiser is right at the heart of the

organization. After all, without funding, the agency

wouldn’t be able to do any of the good work that got you

hooked in the first place.

As you certainly know, fundraising in any economic

climate is a challenge, but raising funds in a time of

financial upheaval is a challenge of new proportion. Not

only is your organization vying with other groups for

donors’ attention, compassion, and financial gifts, but

now you must swim against the tide of economic

uncertainty, reduced assets, and general insecurity in the

market. How do you encourage donors to give when

they’re fearful about their finances? How can you

demonstrate the good stewardship of your group and

share your success stories — all while reducing costs and

furthering your reach? Is it possible to connect with your

donors in new ways during economic hardship, honoring

their contributions and inviting their engagement no

matter how big the check they write today is?



Fundraising For Dummies, 3rd Edition, answers these

questions and many more, offering practical, tried-and-

true ways to raise the funds you need in any financial

landscape. Whether you run a one-person development

office or chair a 20-member board of directors, this book

walks you through the process of assessing your

fundraising climate, getting ready to raise funds,

preparing a far-reaching fundraising plan, gathering your

resources, and putting your plan in place. Additionally,

this book shows you how to find and work with donors,

set up a variety of fundraising campaigns, and explore

effective, low-cost ways — such as reducing your four-

color print budget and beginning to use social marketing

techniques — to get the word out about the good your

organization is doing in your community and around the

world.

About This Book

No matter where you are on your fundraising journey, this

book is here to help you find just what you need. You

don’t have to read it cover to cover to find value, but we

do suggest that you start by taking a look at Chapter 1,

which gives you a sense of the factors that influence

raising funds in a shifting economic landscape. Then feel

free to wander where your interests and most urgent

needs lead you. When we cover a particular topic in more

detail elsewhere in the book, we include a cross-reference

so you can easily jump from chapter to chapter to read up

on the areas that interest you most.

Throughout the book, we strive to make ideas and

phrases easy to understand, putting things in simple

terms with advice straight from the school of practical



experience. The idea is to give you effective fundraising

techniques fast — ideas you can put in place right away

— without requiring you to spend a lot of time with

complicated concepts that will rarely, if ever, affect what

you do in real-world fundraising for your organization.

Conventions Used in This

Book

We use the following conventions consistently throughout

the book:

New terms appear in italics and are closely

followed by an easy-to-understand definition.

Boldface text either indicates keywords in bulleted

lists or highlights action parts of numbered steps.

All Web and e-mail addresses appear in monofont.

When this book was printed, some Web addresses may

have needed to break across two lines of text. If you

come across a two-line Web address, rest assured that we

haven’t put in any extra characters (such as hyphens) to

indicate the break. So when you’re using one of these

Web addresses, just type in exactly what you see in this

book, pretending that the line break doesn’t exist.

What You’re Not to Read

Sidebars — the gray boxes set apart from the regular text

— are side topics that may be interesting but aren’t



exactly essential to the fundraising topics at hand.

Sidebars may point out the background of a term or

practice, for example, or give you additional details on a

topic mentioned in the text. If you want to speed through

the book and skip the sidebars, go ahead; no need to feel

guilty.

Foolish Assumptions

We made some assumptions about you as we wrote this

book. Basically, we think the following:

You’re a current or aspiring fundraiser.

You’re feeling the impact of the shifting economy

and want practical ideas for effective fundraising.

Whether you have 20 years of experience or are

just starting out, you’d like some fresh ideas and

advice that will help you use the best approaches

and technologies available today.

You may be anyone from a full-time staff member

to a volunteer charged with fundraising tasks.

You don’t have a huge staff or open-ended budget.

You care about the mission you’re raising funds to

support and want to make a positive difference.

You don’t have time to waste; you need to get to

work right away with ideas and tools that can help

you succeed.


